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SLOW DECAYIN A SPIN MODEL
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ABSTRACT
The time evolution of a spin in the spin-l/2 va,n der lVaals model has

been obtained by solving the Heisenberg equation of motion exactly. Using this
solution, we have obtained the long time behavior of the autocorrelation function
of a spiu. The origin and mechanism of slow decay are described.

1. Introduction

For a microscopic spin interaction model known as the spin van der Waals

model,lit is possible to show analytically that the autocorrelationfunction ofa spin

can decay algebraically. In this model one can thus unde$tand the origin and

mechanism of slow decay. In this paper \rye shall describe qualitatively a few salient

features of our recent work.2 Let us consideÍ a model of N lattice spins defined by

the following energy H:

where J : (J,1, Jy, Jr), s is a spin-l/2 operator at a given lattice site and the sum

over all pairs of spins is implied. The model is a generalized Heisenberg model. We

shall simplify it by taking J to be the same for every pair of spins. We shall further

confine ourselves to a cylindrical form of the interaction: J = (J, J, Jr). Let g =
J/N and g, = JrlN. Then there is only one energy parameter, say, R = Jr/J.

We are interested in the time evolution behavior of one spin which may be

any one of N spins. The total spin may be decomposed as follows:

H - - N-l E J s. s (1)

(2)S
ív

Es-s+
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where I and S will be referred to as a small spin and a large spin, respectively. The

two spins commute. The time evolution of the small spin s is to be obtained by

solving thè equation of motion, È 
: i[E'$]' We shall consider the case where N ' o,

that is, the large spin S is very "large,r'behaving very nearly like a macroscopic

classical vector. With this solution, the autocorrelation functio" <p(t)'p(O)> is to

be evaluated when t r o. Henceforth, we shall denote Ê(0) = s and $(0) : $.

There is another operatoÍ, denoted f,, which turns out to simplify the time

evolution problem enormously. This operator, more precisely its zero eigenvalue, is

found to be connected to the existence of slow decay. Let this operator be defined:

I - 2g(S*,Sy,RS,) - 2g($ - (l-R)S )7.

2. Time Evolution

In terms of this operator, our energy may be expressed as

r = - ($/z + Ê).1= Ho * v. (4)

Observe that g llals the role of an effective field, albeit time dependent. As a

result, the equations of motion for the small and large spins are those of an effective

field model:

E=g'g and S:$'f,. (5a,b)

Now observe from (5b) that S, : 0'(strictly vatid if N .')' Hence, from (3), we

have i = ZS$. Both S and z have the same time evolution behavior.

Also, using (3)in (5b), we obtain

$:-zr$,S"u (6)

where u.r : g- gz: g(l-R). According to (6), the large spin S rotates simply about

the z axis in spin space with a frequency dlz = 2u S"' This frequency vanishes at

R : 1. Hence, when R - 1, $ : í: 0. Equation (6) implies that the time

evolution of the large spin S has a solution of the form: S(t) = M(t) S, where M(t)

is a 3'3 unitary matrix, i.e., det M(t) = 1. The time evolution may be viewed as a

rotation in spin space where the length of the spin vector is an invariant of time'

The "effective field" vector r is time independent when R = 1 and o. At any other

values of R, it has a time evolution. It has the same equation of motion as the large

(3)
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spin: i - -2gf ' $ = -2, I' S"i. Just as thela"rge spin, rrotates about the z
axis with the same ftequency O".

Let us now turn to the time evolution of the small spin s. Equation (5a)

implies that $.5 = 0. Eence, the small spin rotates about the vector 7 which itself
rotates about the z anis. Eence, the small spin precesses except when R = 1 and o.

Given (5a and b), one can establish at once that s(t).S(t) = p.$. That is, the
rranglerr between the two spin vectors is a constant of time. We shall see that a slow

decay of the autocorrelation function is possible when the small spin undergoes a

precession.

Now in parallel to the time evolution of the large spin, one may write s(t) :
L(t) s where L(t) is also a 3'3 unitary matrix, i.e., det L(t) : 1. The matrix L(t) is
evidently more complicated than the matrix M(t). Using (3) in (5a), we obtain

È:2gg'p-2us's,). (7)

Hence, if g : 9, (i.e., R: o), the equation of motion for the small spin reduces to

that of the large spin. That is, L(t) = M(!). The small spin rotates about the z

axis with the ftequency Q,. If. u = 0 (i.e.,R = 1), $(t) : $ and $.$ = 0. Hence,

the small spin now rotates about the large spin vector with a frequency O = 2gS.

For R * 1 and o, the time evolution of the small spin involves rotations of the

frequencies O and O". We have obtained elements of L(t). Our solution for g(t) is
exact. It satisfies, among otheÍs, (g(-t))- = Ê*(t), where * means complex

conjugation, i.e., invariant under the time reversal operation. It implies that the

autocorrelation function obtained from this solution can never be of simple

exponential decay.s Our exact solution is in fact quite different from those usually

obtained under stochastic theoretic methods, which are a priori time irreversible.

3. Autocorrelation Fuactionand Slow Decay

Let us define the autocorrelation function of the small spin as follows:

G(t) :4<S(t)'S>,where the brackets mean an ensemble average. We shall look

for the time dependent part of G(t) in the form of t-6, t + o, where 6 = (R) > 0.

Owing to the xy symmetry, Gr, : Gyy. A slow decay is found only in this

component and only when T > T", where T" is the critical temperature of the

system. Using our solution, we obtain
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2 c**(t) = <(1-(Sz/S)z) cos O"t> + <(1+S,/S)r cosQt> (8)

where { : O - O", which is an eigenvalue of r. If t - o, the phases in (8) become

very large. They lead to rapid oscillations and cancellations upon ensemble

averaging, except if the frequencies themselves vanish. Thus, the condition for the

existence of a slow decay in our system is: o" : 0 or Q : 0 or both' The condition

í1":2uSz = 0 can always be satisfied, independently of R, since 0 Í I S"l j S. The

condition 0 : 0, o. zero eigenvalue of g, means Sz = S/(l-R). Eence, if R ) 2 and

R : 0, it can be attained. That is, for 0 < R < 2, no slo\ry decay can arise from the

second term of eq. (8).

Now observe that if R i o, 0 . dlr, i.e., r. -2uÊr2. Eence, at this limit

G**(t) - <cos0rt) : exp({t'), . > 0.

There is no slow decay if R : o (i'e', I = 0, 8'f 0)' our analysis further shows

that this behavior persists until R > 2. Thus, there is no slow decay for 2 ( R ( o,

i.e., K : o. For the long time behavior, where zero eignevalue of r is dominant, r
remains coincident withthezaxis aslongas R > 2. For0í Rl 2 (but R+ 1),

there is a slow decay, rc : 3, gtven by the first term of (S). If R = 0, there is still a

slower decay, n: 2, Eiven by the second term of (8). Thus, the small spin can have

a slow decay if it precesses in spin space. A simple rotation leads to decoupling of

modes, resulting in a fast decay only.
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